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KAC reaches final stages of construction
DAYNE BAUGHMAN
Senior Xeies Editor
Kcnvons new S70 million athletic center is in the final stages or

completion Although the facility
opened to students on Jan 25 some
of the smaller details are yet to be
finished
The largest details that remain
finished are the multi- purpose
be
to

rooms on the second floor of the
KAC When the center first opened
the mirrors that adorn the walls
were not all set in place Since then
the walls have been finished and the
ballet bars have been installed The
multi- purpose rooms will be ready for

use on Monday according to Doug
Zipp director of the KAC Some
dance classes which have been double
booked in the current dance spaces
on campus will be moved into these
rooms once they are readv
Cable television is another addition to the KAC that is yet to be
finished The cable will be run to
televisions in the weight and fitness
room though it will not be done until
sometime in April Were looking at
a spring break timeline on the cable
said Zipp
From installing locks and new
door hardware to signage and specialty graphics many detail- oriented
projects still remain to be done In

the coming weeks award displays
and trophy cases will be installed and
filled and murals will be painted The
integrated
controls for the builder1
ing are also in their final stages of
completion
Despite the fact that the construction is not finished at the KAC
many students have been using the
facilities According to Zipp between
900 and 1000 people use the facilities
at the KAC every day This number
doesnt include varsity athletes or

people attending sporting events
Zipp said People who use the KAC
are most often using the weight and
fitness room Zipp said though the
Multi- Activity Court MAC indoor

Squashing the Competion

track squash courts tennis courts
pool and saunas are being used quite
frequently as well
Zipp said that he has received
many positive comments about the
lots of oohs
KAC Weve heard
and ahs
According to Zipp there have
not been any major problems in the
first few weeks of the KACs public
life There hasnt been anything major he said Were adjusting to the
building and the building is adjusting
to us

One concern stems from an
incident that happened at the KAC
during its first week of operation One
of the buildings windows was struck

Sports Editor

Winning Conference again
said Laila Gagnon
08 But what was even more
exciting was seeing our team
come together and put on some
exciting and inspiring performances in the process While
winning is indeed a goal the
steps taken to achieve it are just

i

was exciting

as exciting

This past Saturday the Ladies swim team won their 22nd
North Coast Athletic ConferKevin Guckcs

Members of Kenyons squash team practice on their new courts at the KAC

Mens tennis undefeated ranked 28th
Sussman in the first doubles match
to defeat Wabash 8- 5 Sussman also
continued on to defeat Wabash 6- 0

CHARLIE KELLEHER
Sports Editor

Our biggest strength

is

our

competitive drive and desire to win
said GregSussman 08 We are looking forward to finding out how good
we can be especially compared to the
top teams in the nation
Two Saturdays ago Kenyon
Lords tennis had a tri- match against
Walsh University and Wabash College It was the first tennis match

held in thenew Kenyon Athletic
Center The Lords won 7- 0 beating
both teams with the same score This
past weekend the Lords defeated
Carnegie Mellon University and the
University of Chicago The Lords are
undefeated so far in their season
We are a young team said
Head Coach Scott Thielke For our
youth we played very well No one
gave up a set and we had solid mental
play from everyone
Sean Stewart 07 beat Wabash
6- 1
60 He then teamed up with

6-

0

I think we played as well as we
could have because we didnt drop
said
a match the whole weekend
freshmen
three
new
Stewart Our
came out and handled the pressure
really well All three of them turned
a lot of heads with their play
This past weekend the Lords
defeated two nationally ranked opponents Carnegie Mellon No 22
and the University of Chicago No
25 The Lords defeated Carnegie
Mellon 4- 3 and University of Chicago 4- 2 The Lords are currently
ranked No 28 in the FILA Division
III tennis poll
It definitely sets the mood for
the rest of the season said Daniel
Becker 09 We were a little unsure
of ourselves seeing as we start three
freshmen but we proved to ourselves
and to everyone else that we can play
with the best of them

Becker

Robert Alef 09 and

Justin Greenlee 09 led the team and
combined for a 5- 1 record in singles
matches Alef defeated both his opponents in single sets Alex Laporte
07 and Stewart continued the winning streak for the Lords
It feels amazing to take down
both of those teams in the same weekend said Stewart The University of
Chicago was waiting for a win over
us because of how many great players
we graduated but not this year It absolutely gets us pumped We turned
a lot of heads this weekend We also
proved a lot to ourselves Any skepticism about our abilities as a team is
now erased
The Lords head out on the road
this coming weekend to face the
University of Mary Washington and
Goucher College
We should do well said
Thielke I would like to see our team
qualify for our fifth NCAA Tournament in a row We should finish in the

top

grand opening April 20

Ladies win 22nd
NCAC championship
BY CHARLIE KELLEHER

BY

and broken by a ball The window
has since been replaced While Zipp
agreed that breaking windows was an
issue of concern he noted that there
was no danger to students because all
of the glass used in windows at the
KAC are made with safety glass and
pose no health hazard
Zipp also pointed out that the
designers had taken precautions to
prevent windows from breaking in the
KAC Curtains had been previously
installed that protect the windows as
well as interior curtains that divide the
indoor track into sections
Zipp said he hopes all of the construction will be done by the KACs

two in the conference

ence Swimming and Diving
Championship They had a total
of 1611 points which was well
ahead of second place Denison
University with 1 5 125 points
The Ladies won four of six
events on Saturday and won 1 1
out of the 20 events that took
place over the weekend Jessica
Connors 07 broke the conference record she set in the 200yard breaststroke with a time of
21948 Rebecca Allison 07
qualified for the National Collegiate Athletic Association in
the 200- yard backstroke with a
time of 20466
sThis is my second conference meet and the most noticeable difference from last year for
me was the team attitude said
Gagnon We came in with high
goals and confidence We all
knew we had something to prove
and wanted to make a statement
with our performances I feel
like this years Ladies are a more
close- knit group than last year
making it easier to achieve our
common goal
Jaime Straub 08 also had
an NCAA automatic qualifying time in the 1650- yard freestyle with a time of 171911

Danielle Korman 06 had an
automatic qualifying time in the
200- yard butterfly but finished
second place in the event only
a tenth of a second behind her
competition The Ladies then
won the 400- yard freestyle relay
with the team of Katie Randall
07 Allison Johnson 08 Tracy
Menzel 09 and Jessica Wise 09
They had a season- best time of
33120 The Ladies head to the
NCAA Division III Championship from March 9- 11 at the

University of Minnesota
In preparing for Nationals
said Gagnon we are trying to
perfect all the little details of our
the turns the starts our
races
breathing patterns
to shave
a
off every hundredth of second
that we can because often that
can decide a race We also need
to make sure we maintain our
mental focus and remain calm
we cant get overly nervous We
are going in as the underdogs
this year which means we have
nothing to lose and everything
to gain We have worked hard
this season and now is the time
to let it flow Attitude and confidence is key We are ready for
the challenge we just need to
embrace it
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Kevin Guckes

closed

KFS has moved their movie showings into the 120 seat theater in the KAC

KFS bids Higley farewell
BY DAYNE BAUGHMAN
Senior News Editor

Last night the Kenyon Film Society showed Chisbobn 72 Unbought
and Unbossed in the Kenyon Athletic
Center This was the first time that
KFS has shown a film in the newly
opened facility
This is not the first move for the
KFS movies When Jay Cocks 66
was president of the society movies
were shown in Rosse Hall At some
point though the exact date of the

Kevin Guckcs

The board that injured and Akron diver has been closed until it can be fixed

move is not known the showings
were moved to Higley Hall where
they have been for many years

Diving board injures Akron diver
BY ALLISON BURKET

Staff Reporter
Use of KAC diving boards are
on hold after a diver from Akron
University was injured during the
womens swimming and diving
meet held at the KAC on Friday
January 27
According to Director of Athletics Peter Smith during her take
off the diver experienced unusual
board motion which resulted in a
sore back
The manufacturer is looking

into the design of the KAC stand and
board said Smith As a precaution
we are waiting on word from them
before using the boards
DivingCoach Andrew Campell
emphasized however that A design
flaw which directly correlates to the
equipment Kenyon purchased was
the cause for her injury He said that
the stand and board that the poolconstruction design firm used in
the KAC were incompatible Had
Kenyon or the firm Kenyon hired
purchased the proper equipment
this ordeal would never have oc

curred
How long the correction will
take has not yet been established
said Campell At this point all I
know is that Kenyon is taking the
necessary steps to assure that these
mistakes are remedied
After receiving treatment from
the athletic trainers the injured student returned to Akron with the rest
of her team at the end of the meet
Smith said Contact numbers were
exchanged between Kenyon and
Akron athletic trainers if there would
be any need for a follow- up

According to Kenyon Film Society President Jason Smith 07 the
120- seat theater allows KFS to provide a better show than in Higley
Students who attended the first
showing agreed Keith Caniano 08
said that the visual projection in the
KAC theater was good and Tom Au
08 thought that the seats were very
comfortable
I

said

think its a nice facility Smith
Give it a chance youll be

surprised
KFS shows films Wednesdays
Fridays and Saturdays at 8 pm in

the theater on the second floor of
the KAC

February 18 1936
67 Men on First- Term Merit List
Seventy years ago the students living in Middle Hanna Hall came in first
in the College for grade point averages during the fall term At that time there
were 22 1 students at Kenyon with over a third of the College on the merit list
for good grades While the Colleges average GPA was 2499 the freshman class
had an average GPA of 2641 and so Middle Hanna lead with the highest
averages in the College and in the class of 39 That year there were 1 8 honors
majors at Kenyon
February 7 1983
Four- day Thanksgiving vacation

proposed

Twenty- three years ago the Senate Subcommittee on Reading Periods
was concerned about the one- day readingbreak in October and the two days

at Christmas as not being sufficient vacations for students and faculty From
1979 to 1980 the October Reading Days had been four days long designed
to provide time for study and preparation but was used by students to take
time off from work so the administration decreased the October Reading
to one day
This caused protest from students who said it was wrong to punish the
people who arc at Kenyon to work and who could use the break beneficiallv
The Senate Subcommittee stressed the College need not nor should try to
except in rare cases legislate the work and the recreation habits of students
or the faculty during vacations Professor of Religious Studies Royal Rhodes
said the committee was working under the assumption that they were dealThe subcommittee expects students to make
ing with responsible adults
efficient use of time
Many other problems with the school calendar were brought up because
of the issues with Reading Days Professor of Political Science Kirk Emmert
then- Chair of the Academic Policy Committee felt the present nine- day
Thanksgiving Break conies so late in the semester that it interrupts the continuity and momentum of Kenyon courses He and the APC proposed that the
Thanksgiving Break be shortened to four days with an additional one- week
long vacation occur during October Although the shorter Thanksgiving
Break might be difficult for students it is also difficult for faculty members
to focus on getting a course going again at the end ol the semester argued
Emmert
Students commented that Emmert s idea was narrow- minded because
only people who live within three hours of school or have the money to fly
home for the weekend could be happy with a four- day Thanksgiving Break
Emmert s calendar was later rejected by the College and the Reading
Days were re- extended to four days
Days

Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb

Fcbruary 8 February 14 2006
Drugsparaphernalia in room at Leonard Hall
10 455pmMedical call regarding student injured in fall Student transported to Health Center
11 1209am
Vandalismexit light broken at Leonard Hall
11116am Underage possession of alcohol at Leonard Hall
11 200amUnderageintoxicated student at Norton Hall
11 812pmbMedical call regarding student with cut thumb at Lewis Hall Injury was cleaned and

8

148pm

andaged
Feb 11 1116pm
Feb 11 1005pm
Feb 11 1030pm
Feb 11 1035pm
Feb 11 1116pm
Feb 11 1144pm
Feb 12 1215am
Feb 12 131pmFcb 12312amFeb 12429amFeb 12713ama-

partment
Feb 13 1207am
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Fcb

122pm13 146pm14 409am14 255pm14 428pm13

14

548pm

Underage possession of alcohol and unauthorized gathering at Mather Residence
Unauthorized alcohol at Weaver Cottage
Underage possession of alcohol at Mather Residence
Underage possession of alcohol at Mather Residence
Underage possession of alcohol at Mather Residence
Unregistered gathering at the Delt Lodge
Underage consumption of alcohol at the Delt Lodge
Vandalismfood fight at Mather Residence
Suspicious persons at Mather Residence Officers unable to locate persons
Vandalism to room at Taft Cottages
Intoxicated non- student in car at Duff Street Apartments Person escorted to brothers
Medical call regarding who was cut after accidentally breaking window at Gund Hall
Underage possession of alcohol at Bushnell Hall
Underage possession of alcohol at Bushnell Hall
Vandalismbroken ceiling tile at Leonard Hall
Theft of wallet from room at Mather Residence
Large slingshot confiscated from room at Old Kenyon
Medical call at Kokosing Gap Trail regarding ill person who was transported by squad to the

hospital
Feb
Feb

15235am-

15236am

Fire extinguisher discharged at Old Kenyon
Vandalism to ceiling tile in Leonard Hall

Due to editor error in the February 9 2006 issue of the Collegian
Ernst set to be renovated Teddy Esmeier Mel Wekle AVI resident
director was called Dan Weltle We at the Collegian apologize for any
inconvenience this might have called
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Senior in the Spotlight
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Courtesy of Andrew Kingsley

KATHLEEN LSOMEAH
Staff Writer

Allison OFlinn is not your
typical college student Her days
and nights are not solely composed of academic commitments
and socializing Rather OFlinn
dedicates herself to her community to her field hockey team to
her Dra6ons comedy group and
to her passion for studio art
A proponent of community
service work OFlinn volunteers
at the New Directions Women
Shelter in Mount Vernon where
she works with women who
have been domestically abused
According to OFlinn her work
at the shelter has allowed her to
find out methods and programs
that have been most successful
for women seeking help She has
also begun work studying certain

domestic policies that have set
back programs aimed at assisting
domestically abused women
Her work at the New Directions Womens Shelter has
provided her with the experience
to serve as a Kenyon College
sexual misconduct advisor With
this position OFlinn provides
confidential support for Kenyon
students who feel that they have
been sexually abused sexually
harassed or verbally insulted due
to their gender

OFlinns leadership

ex-

tends past that exemplified at the
womens shelter She was recently
selected by her classmates to serve
as the Senior Class Representative
of the Student Government as
well as a member of the Senior
Class Committee In both of these
positions OFlinn has had the
opportunity to demonstrate her

leadership to her fellow Kenyon
students
In addition to her involve
ment with the Mount Vernon
and Kenyon College community
OFlinn enjoys two unique hobbies metalsmithing and jewelry
making As an art minor OFlinn
discovered her interest in jewelry
making For the past four years
OFlinn has explored this interest
through a summer- long appren
ticeship for a jeweler in Washing
ton DC All of OFlinns intense
jewelry study has paid off This
spring she will host a premiere o
her metal work
Between her enthusiasm for
the arts and her commitment to
her community Allison OFlinn
is a senior who stands out among
her fellow classmates For this rea
son Allison OFlinn is this week
senior in the spotlight

the Country

Sex
A
BY COLLEEN MCLELLAN
Guest Writer

Here we have it a shout out to the
abstinent Stick in there kids At the
great risk of tooting my own so- called
straight edge horn I simply must state
my opinion in this column All of this
hooking up is in general a bad idea
Dont give me that theres nothing else
to do here business Looking at the
inventory of great opportunities all over
Kenyon might take a little more time
than it does to give that classic intoxicated wink to someone else equally as
desperate for a quick fix of lust but its
worth the wait
The simplest approach to weekend
boredom isa movie KFS anyone And
ifvoure into the late- night thing throw
a party or throw down some pillows
and watch something new or old ir
fou dont find what you want at the
market try NetFlix If you dont have
NetFlix try this handy file- sharing
program Ive heard about that rhymes

Salute to the
with Spinster
intended

Staight- Edge
no self- deprecation

Not interested in celluloid I
vouch for the Craft Center Its open
until midnight to anyone who pays a
nominal fee Do you know how to throw
clay on the wheel When was the last
time you thanked the provider of your
tuition by sending them a totally original piece of art Its an inexpensive set of
programs and hey it doesnt endanger
your social status if you do it with a guy
youve never met before
Whether the letters BFEC mean
much to the majority of Kenyonites I do
not know The Brown Family Environ
mental Center is right down the hill
The woods might be a wee bit desolate
when stripped of their foliage but the
moon and stars in Ohio winter are spectacular for the Midwest Just beyond the
farmhouse up a small hill is a pleasant
clear field perfect for midnight picnics
Fiji water and strawberries anyone
Bringyour pleasure reading sign up and
have a bonfire Bring your friends your

moretha-

your favorite stuffed

nfriends

animal Its nearby its beautiful and if
you want it to be its romantic More so
than dormitory beds anyway
I read somewhere that drunk actions are sober thoughts Personally Id
OK a lot more flattered
be a little
bv romantic interest from someone
entirely inhibited than by someone with
the retrospective teport Dude I was
so far gone

I

didnt

even know I asked

her out I dont think party hopping is
a terrible pastime Dancing is fun small
talk is sometimes worthwhile and I must
admit that I enjoy watching womens
rugby school their male countetparts
in a few rounds of Flip Cup But if
youre sick of the party scene there s
more to do
All of this is most certainly not to
say I look down on those who hook up
who lust and leave and who do what I
dont Its just that life is full of fun and
joy perhaps even more so without
the presence of uninhibited romance
But maybe its just me

Courtesy of La Revista Valencia
An example of Jose Mansilla- Mirandas work Mansilla- Miranda will be running
three months in an attempt to raise awareness for peace

Visiting artist to leave roses for peace
welcome to participate by
running with the artist walking
the three miles or walking from
Bexley Hall to along Middle Path
the Horn Gallery where students
can leave their own offerings an
object a drawing or whatever they
feel represents peace in the world
Additionally the artist will give
a talk following the performance
on his experiences with the Boreal Rendezvous a conservationist
program in Canada from which
he and other artists gained inspiration

is also

BY MAIA RABER
Features Assistant Editor

Beginning at 330 pm on Saturday Feb 18 visiting artist Jose
Mansilla- Miranda will run three
miles on campus to promote world
peace in a performance called
Heart of the World stopping at
seven different stations and leaving
a red rose at each The first station
is Bexley Hall and the last is the
Horn Gallery where he will place
his final rose inside a rose- branch
heart The Kenyon community
1

t

m

V

f

Z

The past couple of weeks
have been fairly low- key here
on the Hill and after Friday
night I was preparing myselr
for another dull weekend My
friends and I got all dolled up
at the KAC only to be disappointed by the DKE Ever
hopeful we made the rounds
of South Campus but to no
avail We returned to our respective abodes pumped up
on endorphins with no place
to go

Saturday night thankfully was a different story As
early as 930 pm the lucky
few with invitations found
entertainment in the form of a
small and sophisricated swing
at the Delt Lodge semi- formal
with beer and wine in abundance By 11 pm the crowd
had arrived the lights were
turned low and the groove
was cranked up The music got
everyone on the dance floor
and a couple of games of Boat
Race united the crowd in their
merriment

Meanwhile those energetic enough to trek to the Psi
U Lodge jacket sleeves rolled
up got physical in spandex and
leg- warmers at the 80s party
A late- starter the party really
got going around 1230 am
Good music and a boisterous
crowd my only complaint
was the crowding that is so often problematic for our friends
at the Psi U Lodge
As a

preemptive salute

to Valentines Day people at
both parties started to couple
off between 1 and 2 am Pure
uninhibited fun minus the
drunken folly of Phling
Also on Saturday night
ninth floor Caples hosted a
roomful of dancing fiends
The ambiance was one that
only indie rock music and
black lights can create

This weekend kicked
Phling weekends proverbial
butt Have a great week Kenyon and until Friday rolls
around again work hard and
play harder

4
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Safedrives program a triumph
needs you of student activism at Kenyon

Your campus
iR1CRac mL

Talij
W-

sa-

saszim

A coll

its loo sest sense ana

when I saw an ambulance on Middle
Path it was crushing Because no matter how hard you try you cant solve
everything Thats probably been the
hardest lesson for me this year

definition awards its successful
students with recognition of dieir
Cyj

talents and new opportunities for
diose abilities
A liberal arts college awards
its students not only with recogni
tion of dieir skills but with opportunities to fuel the passions that
are behind those skills and find

The Kenyon

Collegian

new ways to nurture them Often

expect or expect others to accept
For all intents and purposes thats

ief
Kevin Guckes
Ted Hornick

EditorsinCh-

the driving force behind IPHS

a pro-

gram based on exploring concepts from

Managing Editor
Michael Vandenburg

Design Editor

multiple perspectives this is itself the
secret we are often reminded of in appraising ourselves as thinkers Consider
the revelation that we could use the same

Gilad Barlev

process to evaluate our educators let alone
education itself This is not limited to one

Layout Staff

studies is a frequent surprise in conversa-

line of studies

Brendan Mysliwiec

the blending of skills and

Arianna Herman

tion and a testament to student ingenuity
Like the joy of pineapple- covered pizza or
Jav- Z rappingover the Beades beats theres

News Editor

an indescribable

Features Editors
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Maia Raber

Opinions Editors
Karhryn Chiasson
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E Editors

to identity and its a relief to be part of an
environment that is nurtured and defined
by those so enriched in who they are
It seems like the campus is consistently abuzz with news that correlates
direcdy to students lives like it or dont
Talib Kweli is playing Send- off tempered
directly with their accomplishments
rumor has it that comps are coming in
and seniors can start counting down to
life in the real world before long

Katy Cosse
Leslie Parsons

for everyone- no Kenyon student will have
an identical experience to anyone who has
or will come to this school

Charlie Kelleher

Photography Editor
Kevin Guckes

Business Manager
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However at the risk of preachiness that depends on the distinct gift
only a particular person supplies She
must bring full potential to the experience of learning Not only in terms of
the classroom but beyond it as well If
anything taking learning beyond those
situations can help us to discover what is
most important to us At his memorable
commencement speech sixteen years ago
Bill Watterson recounted the importance
of recreating the Sistine Chapel ceiling in
his own dorm room
Those boring flowery English poets

didnt seem quite so important when right
above my head God was transmitting the

of life to man Watterson said To
think were we to paint Him above us in
our own ways God could transmit new
sparks to us daily Thats something to consider as we realize 06s seniors impending
graduation hopefully dictated as well as
Calvin and Hobbes father could say it
spark

Cory Anderson Allison Burket
liana Feldman Ellen Guigclaar
Tim Miller Shelly Parver
Alexander Schmucki Jeremy Sher

e-

Student Activities Center Gambier OH 43022

to The Kenyon

Checks should be made
payable to Ihe Kenyon Collegian and sent to the Business
Advertising Manager
30

BY KATHRYN

CHIASSON

Opinions Editor

one of the best
things to happen to the school during
Safedrives

is

my Kenyon career
A student- run program Safedrives was started by Peter Case 08
last spring after fellow freshman Colin
Boyarski died of alcohol poisoning
and the school went through a period
of mourning and policy change Case
explained I wanted to create something immediately useful to the student body EB DcBruin 08 plans to
succeed Case after he retires from his
yearlong tenure with the program
Safedrives is an example of several programs that are changing the
dynamic of Kenyons campus one of
which is Students for Students Following Boyarskis death last spring
the school began to change some of its
policies leading to the Good Samaritan policy which was introduced just
this semester
Safedrives however differs entirely from administrative programs
Entirely student- run except for approximately 400 from the school for
gas Safedrives drives students home
on Friday and Saturday nights What
is amazing is not just what the group
does for the school but that students
saw a need and filled it on their own
initiative This is what Kenyon should
be
There is a certain level of comfort
that comes from Safedrives Most
people arent really in desperate straits
when they call either said Case
Drivers dont mind getting people
from the remote lot or just driving
people from the New Apartments to

Old Kenyon on a rainy or freezing
night Were here to help people out
however we can
Case continued Halloween this
year was probably one of the most rewardingandmostupsettingnights A
student had found another student a
complete stranger nearly unconscious
behind a building called Safedrives
and carried him back to the van and
we were able to get him back to his
residence safely when there had been
no one else for him But an hour later

personally worked for

Safe-

drives several times last semester and
diough in most incidents it was people
going to and from parties on either
side of campus in states they could
have walked home in we definitely
had at least one student who really
needed us Its good to know that after

that you really helped someone
Kenyon is a small place no one can
deny that The Kenyon website uses a
corny phrase that I really like Learning in the company of friends At
a school where students constantly
fear the security guards who work
to keep us safe its fantastic to have a
student- run program where students
feel comfortable calling in and getting
help If you help one person who needs
it that makes it all worthwhile
all

But nothing

is

perfect There are

Were here to
help people out
however we can

Peter Case 08
many questions that Safedrives is trying to answer Where does the responsibility lie Where should Safedrives
drive highly intoxicated students and
who is responsible for them once they
get to their destinations It isnt officially Resident Advisors jobs to watch
them until they are sober and it isnt
Safedrives either A lot of this ties in
with the Good Samaritan law
Changes have been made since
the inception of Safedrives Recendy
the program has changed policy to

take students to solely residential
Safedrives denies service
locations
to non- residential locations Feb 2
partially because of the overwhelming popularity of Safedrives but also
to curb people using the program to
travel from party to party

Kenyons administration has
been overwhelmingly supportive of
Safedrives Case explained I cannot
make it more clear that last semester
without the backing of Deans Steele
and Omahan we might never have
gotten off the ground They helped
get us on our feet and offered invaluable advice and support I wish however that theyd do more to address our
problems with local law enforcement
officers I keep hearing reports of officers tailgating the van in thetown

needed its
a long walk

a cold night or theres
and you have this nice

service that will pick you up when you
call However there is that time now
and then where safety is a real issue
and as Safedrives is entirely run by
students for students its a real comment on the community here that we
take care of each other and look out
for one another
It is important to note that Safe-

drives volunteers are required to
report to Security if a student vomits
or becomes unconscious Like the
Good Samaritan policy Safedrives
does not encourage students to sweep
safety concerns under the rug to avoid
being written up It simply provides a
way for students to get home when the
weather or any level of alcohol impairment or in many cases both provides
their safety
Im proud to be part of a community where the thoughtful actions

a danger to

of a handful of motivated people
have produced genuine and positive change Im excited when I log
onto Facebook and find that two of

the highest- membership groups are
the Safedrives group and a group
dedicated to adoring it Safedrives
Changed my Life I love to see the
varied group of people on the Safedrives roster including members of
Kenyons fraternities and sororities
the unfairly selected targets of many
drinking- culture bashers volunteering to take care of both friends and
strangers as they answer phones and
drive students home When the blue
van emblazoned with the Kenyon logo
rolls up alongside an Acland parry and
students
anxiety
ohnoits-

melts into

Security

thankGodandPeterC-

aseforSafedrives

relief Im proud
to know that Kenyon students are able
to recognize what their community
needs an organization to take care
of its own without judgment or the
capability to write people up and
fill that need with their own time and
manpower
I think the actions of a motivated
few speak volumes about the nature of
the Kenyon community We care about
each other here without provisions
Peter EB and the army of Safedrives

volunteers are an example of what
Kenyon should be Because of them
Kenyon is a better place to learn about
real- world applications of the morality
weve learned in its classrooms
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This in

itself the gelling of what we bring to the
school and what it brings to us is unique

Sports Editor

Collegian arc available for

we get from
Contrast is essential

inspiration

unasual juxtaposition

Dayne Baughman

V

and this is the really cool part in
ways that students would never

3

I

y

limits or lying in wait around corners
hoping to catch us not coming to a
full stop
DcBruin said For the majority
of the people who use Safedrives the
ride home isnt necessary If it isnt
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Standing room only in new indoor track
you can feel an immediate difference
The new basketball courts one for

BY JOHNNY SADOFF
Guest Columnist

The new athletic facility is wonderful in many ways Its certainly a
product of the 21st century unlike

the Ernst Athletic Center which
seemed like a product of the Civil
War As soon as you enter the KAC

the team and one for the general
public are quite impressive The new
pool with a study room that allows
spectators to get close to the action
was very nicely planned
However as a member of the
track and field team I have one
main complaint about our new facility besides the name which for a
school that prides itself on English
surprisingly uncreativc the lack of
seating in the new indoor track and
field By lack of seating I mean the
total absence of seats
If you were one of the few lucky
fans to make it out last Friday night
for the first home indoor track and
is

Stop complaining

BY KAELIN ALEXANDER
Guest Columnist

The other day a

co-

worker and

the
Office of Public Affairs when our
boss approached us about the Hot
Sheet for an upcoming Kenyon
Alumni Bulletin The Hot Sheet is
a nice blurb slipped into some issues of the bulletin about current
trends at Kenyon ranging from the
shallow thrift store shopping to
the profound performance art As
such this assignment brought my
co- worker and me bo what turned
out to be a straight- forward but tenaciously difficult question What do
Kenyon students actually like After
pondering this question for several
minutes my co- worker and I came to
a conclusion in light of the recently
widespread arguing at Kenyon apparently nothing The Collegian staff
are insensitive blowhards overunderweight girls are why people are
single and lonely the KAC is the end
of the world there are no parties at
Kenyon ever the summer sendofF
band will be horrendous and people
who dislike having their food stolen
should get a job As one student so
eloquently and concisely put it in the
I were busy filling envelopes at

subject line of an allstu
full of
Now before some

aes

Kenyon is

of you start
formulating cleverly worded and
sharply- pointed allstus proclaiming
me to be a sanctimonious hypocrite
dont bother I agree entirely that an
article complaining about complaining is possibly counterintuitive and
definitely fraught with irony I would
like to clarify however that I do not
highlight these patterns to point
dirty fingers or infringe on our rights
to expression so much as to pose one
more simple question What the
heck guys
Michel Foucault posits that as
something is repressed it is given new
meaning and manifests itself in new

allto-

parent Kenyon trend of writing off
people and entire groups of people
based solely on isolated incidents
and hearsay I am not proud of this I

of my first two

years here
ambling about my social life naively
pretending that I had never heard that
soa- ndso
was a slut or that suchan- dsuch
frat was collectively all rapists

alcoholicsdrug addictsmurderers
despite persistent reductions of both
individuals and groups on campus
Its just easier to judge people without
knowing them because then we can
save ourselves the psychic torture
of trying to get to know people as
individuals We only have four years
here and only need to interact with a
few other students right Never mind
that so- andso
was sexually assaulted
freshman year or that I am personally
friends with three members of said

frat who to my knowledge never
raped or killed anyone Please

I dont mean battling it out on
the track I mean battling for one of
the tew bleacher seats that were rolled
out for this special occasion The
bleachers were located on the side of
the track where fans could not read

the scoreboard displaying results
If you thought the runners were
tired last Friday after their races just
imagine what some of the fans might
have felt after six hours of standing
I do appreciate all the fan support
we runners had this past Friday but
we were lucky that we didnt have
more fans or there would have been

real trouble I realize that Kenyon
students are used to standing as some
of us stood in line up to 12 hours to
vote But when you come to watch
a sporting event like track and field
you shouldnt have to stand for the

entire meet
The new basketball and volleyball arena seats 1500 people
The new indoor track and field seats
about 30 Why For 65 million
you would think they could have
designed stadium seating around the
indoor track and field You wouldnt
design a track that was the wrong
distance around So why design an
indoor track arena that does not have
seating for the fans Im just wondering how many people looked at the

plans and approved them What was
going through the mind of the person
who said You know I dont think
the indoor track and field needs seats
for fans Every college in our track
and field conference has seating for
their fans Why not Kenyon

Track and field is as much a
spectator sport as any other sport
on campus Sure we

dont

have the

prowess and prestige of our elite
swimming team or the miraculous
comeback story of our impressive
football team But track and field
can be just as fun to watch I encourage everyone to come to our home
outdoor track and field meet this
April I promise youll have a much

better seat

damn it youve got to be kind

ways as a means to resist said repression Following this model have
Kenvon students been repressing their
feelings toward each other and the
school so much for the past tew years
that the recent rash of negativity is the
communitys collective cry for help
Within what is often a claustrophobic
community it would seem that all of
the things that have gone unsaid have
finally reached the boiling point I
myself confess that this semester has
oeasily
seen me
joining the ap-

spent much

field meet that Kenyon has hosted
in 13 years you might have noticed
every man woman and child fending
for himself

field arena

dont

hold anything back on my account
you have freedom of expression
Sure we all have a beef with
someone on campus Sure we all
have issues with at least something
the administration has done Its silly
to think that everyone in a student
body this large would magically get
along It isnt silly though to realize
that we are all at most one degree of
and
separation away from so- andso
suchan- dsuch
when we call them

or their organization idiots What
becomes troubling to me personally is that Kenyon seems as of late
totally oblivious to this fact and has
instead expected so little of itself
that we have resorted to using the
newspaper and allstus as a means to
belittle fellow students or spread general negativity simply for the sake of
belittling fellow students or spreading
negativity Criticism has a time and a
place and while I would like to believe

that the critical perspectives we learn
in class are applicable to all situations

recent criticisms have been neither
intelligent nor mature In discussing
this issue a friend supplied me with
the following from Die Great Gatsby
Whenever you feel like criticizing
anyone just remember that not everyone in the world has had the same
advantages you have had For people
with the advantages of attending a
school like Kenyon we seem more
than willing to criticize everything
and everyone
I have tried to rationalize this
feeling in any number of ways Maybe
djustment
its just me This is just the
process from studying abroad
rea-

and all the jangly happygolu- cky
music Im listening to has blinded
me to the harsh reality that life is one
big pain in the ass and people all suck
Maybe Im still that naive freshman
who just wishes we could all get along
watch Blues Clues and bring about
world peace before Iunchtime Either
way were all in our late teensearly20s and Im a little shocked at how
rude insensitive and downright mean
people our age can be to each other
While I could proclaim a case
for positivity and compassion that

might cite David Foster Wallaces
commencement speech last year or
an explanation of my spiritual beliefs
or simply a beautiful memory of

walking through a park I want to
be concise I dont want to bore you
and I dont want to sound whimsical Honestly at this point the most

appropriate and direct rationale
I can think of is a Kurt Vonnegut
quote I remember from a poster in
a high school classroom

Welcome
to earth babies Its cold and wet and
crowded At the outside youve got a
hundred years here Theres only one
rule I know of damn it youve got
to be kind While this quote may
seem simplistic our lives at Kenyon
are complicated enough Do we really
need to complicate our lives further
with animosity and negativity Cant
we just be nice

Campus needs unified outreach effort
of the city

and paying for future trips

difficult because scrambling for
funds from many different sources
generally proves complicated and
is

often futile
The creation

of a community
outreach center would solve many
of these problems If we were to
have such a program organizations
like the Deans Office and OAPP
could donate direcdy to the center
and ideally funding would also be
available from the College itself
Sewanee The University of the
MARION ANTHONISEN
South a small Tennessee liberal arts
Guest Columnist
school in a rural location similar to
Kenyons runs a highly successful
Through speaking with the voloutreach program on which ours
unteers who traveled to New Orleans
could be based The center currently
last month I have discovered how
difficult it is for Kenyon students to
organizes recurring service trips to
Jamaica Costa Rica Ecuador New
organize funded community service
York New Orleans and Miami All
trips We have no official service cenand
the trips address specific social or
ter for students to seek support
while many dedicated student- run s environmental world needs and students can apply to specific programs
groups exist here the College needs
directly through the office
a more centralized way to address
Sewanees center also provides
outreach projects In order to pay
for the New Orleans trip leaders
support to smaller student- run
service groups Program coordinahad to propose the idea separately
tors help interested students find
to multiple Kenyon organizations
the right group for their particular
all of which have limited funds The
interests If we had something that
trip was eventually funded mainly
worked this way the Archons Circle
by OAPP and also by the Deans
VolK Habitat for Humanity and all
Office and Campus Ministries
for
other
service groups would turn to
grateful
unteers were of course
outreach center for
the
the
community
of
many
However
the funding
advice and special funding and the
student volunteers wish to provide
ongoing help to the devastated areas center would refer interested stu

dents to individual service groups
1 he organization would also
serve as a resource to those not in
volved with a previously established
group In this regard Princeton University has a model service program

Although Princetons endowment is
significantly larger than Kenyons
we could still operate similarly on a
lesser scale At Princeton students
create proposals request funding
for both long- term and short- term
domestic and international service
trips Often these trips are then ad
opted and repeated by the outreach
center
In creating this organized sys
tem we would not be lacking in
external support Dixon Myers the
coordinator of Sewanees program
has offered to travel to Kenyon and
speak to us about what can be done
to organize service at Kenyon He
is also willing to host students at
Sewanee to experience the schools
program first- hand Creating a
center like Sewanees would require
some changes for Kenyon but it is
certainly feasible especially with thehelp of those who have been successful in a similar setting Maybe this is
wishful thinking in terms of available
resources and funds but since much

of the Kenyon student body seems to
be aware of the world around them
we should have a well- established
school- sponsored community outreach program
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Crash 2005
Friday Feb

BY KATY COSSE

AEEditor
English

Laura Sims will be

read-

ing from her 2005 book of poetry Practice Restraint today at 7 pm in Pefrce
Lounge Sims won Fence Books 2005
Alberta Prize for Practice Restraint and
first prize in 2004s Summer Literary
Seminar allowing her a month- long

make of people
without knowing
anything about
them The film

to campus by Ascension Films Michaels
currently manages Prelude2Cinema in
Cleveland and has won an Emmy award
movie What Angels Pear
Bethany Shopland 06

a music major with a concentration

neuroscience

Senior Recital this Saturday Feb 18 at
by

Doug Hicks as well as Ariela Haber 09
on violin and Professor Benjamin Locke
singing tenor Shopland will play the
French horn Outside her major Shopland performs with the Cornerstones
Symphony and the Symphonic Wind
Ensemble

Adjunct Instructor of

Feb

1

8

in a Faculty Recit

al In addition to performing and teaching

worldwide Ellsworth performs annually
at Eisenstadt

Austrias Classical Music

Festival and lectures on performance
practice The Cipriani String Quartet

by director Adrienne Boris 07 as scary
carnival music in play form will open

to-

day as this years KCDC Dessert Theatre

The 1999 play by David Lindsay- Abaire
features among others a main character
with amnesia a lisping kidnapper and a
puppet Dessert begins at 7 pm in Gund
Commons followed by an 8 pm show in
the Black Box on Thursday Friday and
5 can be reserved
Saturday Tickets
by

e-

mailing

flahertydtkenyonedu

and proceeds benefit the Knox County
Human Society

Shaun Taub who buys a gun
for protection after his store is
robbed
These stories and others
all come together in ways that
make you reconsider your
conceptions of race and racism
in modern America Haggis
avoids preaching to us instead
giving us a smart perceptive
film that offers no easy solutions Crash is a rare film that
will keep you entertained and
involved with the story while
also possibly making you a
better person

4 Little Girls
Saturday Feb

18 8

pm

A terrifying and sobering look into racism Spike

termath
Birm ingham was already

at the center of some major
civil rights controversies at
the time but this attack was
the event that finally awoke
people to the horrors of racism and in many ways forced
a government that had been
inexcusably draggingits feet to

dosomethingaboutdiegrow
ingproblemThe film includes
interviews with people from
all areas from the families of
the children to government
officials who had opposed
artemDts at deseereeation and
other reforms
Lee never one to shy
away from controversy makes
no attempt at masking the

BY PHIL

THOMPSON

Musk Critic

Its about time Mylos Destroy
Roll came out in the States
When I arrived in Scotland people
were banging a mash- up of Drop the
Pressure and The Miami Sound Ma
chines Doctor Beat cleverly titled
Doctor Pressure from every pop
club catering to the lush college- age

Rock

crowd In Glasgow there were Mylo
Roll posters and sten
Destroy Rock
cils slapped onto walls literally every
two city blocks And thats right and
proper since Mylo despite the fact

that theres nothing characteristically

is himself a
Scotsman Not the kind that wears
kilts but the kind who was weened on

Scottish about his music

bahgin technae and makes dancing
in Scotland a full- contact sport fueled
by a never- ending supply of Stella
Artois and Ecstasy
Roll spurred four
Destroy Rock
the
UK charts
top- 20 singles on
peaked
Beat
at No 3 Half
Doctor
the
US
expanded
the
17
of
songs on
release run under four minutes with
only one lasting above five Despite
suggesting that the album is full of
radio- ready dancefloor- crushing
Roll in its
pop tunes Destroy Rock
entirety yields a plurality of electronic
styles and influences

Movie Schedule for February 17- 23
Freedom Land
500 720 940 also at 1220 and 240 on SatSun
Eight Below
430 700 930 also at 130 on SatSun

Date Movie

515715915

also at

1 15

and 3

1

5

on

SatSun

Curious George
500 700 900 also at 1 00 and 300 on SatSun
Final Destination 3
530 730 also at 330 on SatSun
Firewall
510720 930 also at 1250 and 300 on SatSun
Pink Panther

510 710910

af-

such accidents James and his
wife then discover an entire
sub- culture of people who
are similarly aroused by such

harsh realities of the situation
He had apparendy wanted to
make 4 Little Girls for about
15 years before he finally got
the chance his passion is evident in the final product The
film nominated for a 1997
Oscar can be difficult to watch

situations It is a very shocking
story even more so when you
actually view it
In a sense the film could
be considered pornography
theres certainly enough sex
But why something so bizarre

at times but it is a story in our

nations past that needs to be
told Ultimately it is moving in
a way that few films let alone

as car crashes

documentaries are
Crash 1996
Wednesday Feb 22 10

1

5

pm
One of the most controversial films in recent
memory Canadian auteur
David Cronenbergs Crash
details a group of people who
have a sexual fetish fox car
crashes Based on a book by
the eccentric JG Ballard the
film and the book for that
matter seems to inspire either
absolute adulation or horror
and revulsion and nothing in
between from any audience

also at

1 1

0 and 3 1 0 on

When a Stranger Calls
930 also at 130 on SatSun

SatSun

Album openers Valley of the
Dolls and Sun Worshippers convey
an interest in trip- hop jazz samples

What exacdy

is

Cronenberggoing tor here By
choosing such an obscure unlikely fetish die film achieves
a kind of cold detachment
from the proceedings which
is useful as the filmmaker is
more interested in the minds
of these characters and how
their fetishes become obsessions Truly it is an intelligent
and insightful film with much
more on its mind than simple
sex If you are up for it and
if you stick with it Crash
is a surprisingly

rewarding

experience

that sees it

IMPORTANT Please note
that the location ofthese and all

James James Spader
and his wife Cath
erine Deborah linger have
hit a rut in their sex life When
lames eets into a car crash
with Helen Holly Hunter
The Piano killing her hus-

futureKFSfilmshasdjangedto
tbeKACTlieater Thetheateris
located on the second floor ofthe
KAC Go up the main staircase
in the center ofthe building Tlje
theater will be just to your left
up another small set ofstairs

band the two discover a mutual attraction to the clanger of

Jason Smith

Secretory

Mylos techno beats dont Destroy Rock

composed of accomplished professional
musicians will accompany Ellsworth
Theater Fuddy Mens described

written

Brendan Fraser and his wife
Sandra Bullock whose lives
are thrown into turmoil by a

will perform in Brandi Recital Hall at 8

pm Saturday

is

brother a district attorney

Clarinet and Saxophone Jane Ellsworth

imdbcom

in Birmingham
Alabama killing
four young girls
who were at choir
practice The film
details the events
and describes what
happened in its

who have an ugly encounter
with the cop a police detective
Don Cheadle Traffic trying
to track down his wayward

the Chamber Singers the Knox County

Music

7

Ryan Phillippt in Chub

screenplay
There are many characters in the film but the main
storylines include a racist cop
Matt Dillon Wild Things
trying in vain to care for his
sick facher a black television
producer Terrence Howard
Hustle and Flow and his wife

in

will be performing her

4pm in Rosse Hall Accompanied

f

and directed by Paid Haggis
who won an Oscar last year
for his Million Dollar Baby

for his screenplay to the 1998 television
Music

American church

the judgments we

pm Brought

Sep-

at an African-

ern society and

an independent filmmaker Saturday Feb
in Olin Auditorium at 7

ment On

tember 15 1963
a bomb exploded

at racism in mod-

Independent filmmaker

Alex P Michaels will speak on surviving as

8

civil rights move-

film is a clear- eyed
hard- hitting look

ing through her position as Richard L
Thomas Professor of Creative Writing

1

Lees documentary 4 Little
Girls is the exploration of a
heinous crime that shocked
the nation and was instrumen
tal in finally galvanizing the

crime a Hispanic locksmith
Michael Pena who has just
moved to a better neighbor
hood to protect his daughter
and a Persian shopkeeper

Taking place in
Los Angeles the

stay in St Petersburg Russia Professor
Courtney Brkic is sponsoring the read-

Film

178 pm

Recently nominated for
six Oscars including Best Picture Crash tells interlocking
stories of people of
T
different races and
classes and how
their lives collide
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and sound collage not dissimilar to the
work of artists like Air and Roykopp
or American sampling purists RJD2
and DJ Shadow hi My Arms is blissfully sunny house riding on a strong
new wave synth riff The handclaps
and jingly metal percussion recall

DFA production the choppy breakdown sounds like it came straight from
Daft Punks Harder Better Faster
Guilty of Love starts
Stronger
with a sped- up violin sample and then
relieves the mounting tension with a
smiley candy- store melody reminiscent of one of the bonus stages from a
Sega video game
So why do we have to destroy
rock and roll The title track employs
the use of a sample in which a sneering

Roll

robotic exclamations of destroy suggesting the albums title is not a mantra but rather an attention- grabbing
gimmick disguised as a call to arms
for the clubber kids Destroy Rock
Roll is a hook to lure you into
buying this dance record full of beats
and synths signifying nothing
But for now leave the messages
to lame- os like Bono At least three
songs on this record are about cars and
the process of going really fast when
Roll is
inside of them Destroy Rock
a

testament to the UKs dance

floor

hedonism and the variety of electronic
music styles that intersect there Now
Roll has
that Mylos Destroy Rock

Dennis Hopper doppelganger names

been given a major label US release
the next few months could see the
United States gettingcrunk to techno

famous rock starsbands between

once again

The KAC a pinnacle of architectural design
BYSAMKLING
Guest Humor Columnist

The newly christened Kenyon
Athletic Center has put a stop to
a disturbing trend on campus aesthetically nauseating buildings On
the exterior the KAC is a gracefully
huge amalgamation of glass and steel
a cross between Lever House and an

airplane hanger No longer do the
McBrides and Ernsts of the world
dominate campus But the KAC s real
beauty lies within Colorful cylindrical lights hypnotically entice visitors to
work out A full- size track basketball

tennis and racquetball courts as well as
a beautiful swimming pool leave litde
to be desired The KACs main jewel
the exercise center is among the finest
accomplishments of mankind Dozens
of machines are available for any muscle
you feel needs enlargement
Even the locker rooms are a joy to
frequent The most impressive feature is
a little machine that can dry a bathing
suit in ten seconds Not far behind are
the steam room and the sauna Now
every Kenyon student can enjoy the

Critics may focus on the new
center s price tag or location The latter
argument has litde merit those who
are too lazy to walk to die KAC are not
very likely to exercise at all As for the
price tag whats the point of having an
endowment if you dont use it
The construction of the KAC
signifies that Kenyon College is doing

luxuries of saunas and steam rooms
depending on his or her preference for

part to fight the obesity epidemic
in America I have been going a couple
enyon
times a week in my all- purple
shirt and shorts Already I can tell
that my triceps are well on their way
to becoming among the best- defined

humidity

on campus

its

allK-

4
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Call them speed demons call them road runners call them winners the victorious Lords Track and Field played and bested Ohio Wesleyan University this
past Friday

Lords win top team spot and amaze audiences
BY

CHESTER LIWOSZ
Staff Reporter

The Lords indoor track and field
team put in an all- star lineup on Friday
to rocket past the competition at the
Kenyon Invitational The Kenyon
mens team sealed the meet with a pair
of 2 finishes in the 5000- meter and
1-

triple jump beatingout Ohio Wesleyan
University for the top team spot
Ryan Weinstock 07 came out
on top in the 5000 followed by Rich
Bartholomew 06 Weinstock took
control a mile into the event with
Bartholomew lagging back As the end
approached Bartholomew kicked hard
to climb to second place

Brandon Balthrop 08 continued
in true form with spectacular showings
55- hurdles and the triple jump
Matt Fideler 06 placed second in

in

the triple jump with a personal best
distance
The feature event the one- mile

Staff Reporter

On the final day of the North
Coast Athletic Conference championships the Lords swim team led by
29 points over the Denison University Big Red The Lords pulled away
eventually winning 1646 to 1606
giving them their 21st NCAC title
Jimmy Berger 06 said We
certainly never count out the competition but we were not expecting the
meet to be so close Their divers put
up a lot of unanswered points and
while we would often have the event
winner they would sometimes end
up outscoringus in some events
The turning pointin the meet
came when Andrejs Duda 06 won
the 200- yard butterfly The Lords
trailed Denison by six points until
Duda won the event in an National

Collegiate Athletic Association
qualifying time of 14944 Perhaps
more importantly Kenyon swimmers
placed in the next five out of six positions This allowed the Lords lead to
become more than 100 points a 106point jump in a single event
Duda went on to be named

NCAC swimmer of the year Berger
reacts He definitely deserved it
more than anybody else He swam
very well at the meet and throughout the year Duda is not only a very

BY

CHESTER LIWOSZ
Staff Reporter

talented swimmer but he works hard
and

is a great team player The Lords
next go to Nationals which will be
held at the University of Minnesota
on March 16- 18
Berger doesnt believe that our
confidence is affected because of how
close NCACs were We had a handful of our best swimmers who did not

The Ladies indoor track and
field team won event after event
this past Friday racking up points

and experience in an awesome
evening The Ladies placed second
overall in the Invitational Ohio
Wesleyan University beat the Ladies
127- 112
Katie Walker 06 and Lauren

participate in the meet and about
half of the team was not rested or
shaved for the meet because of their
focus on Nationals We know that
we have a very solid group of guys
who have trained extremely hard

Student Researcher Needed
Giad student in Switzerland needs scans
transcriptions

and well all year and this will allow
us to go into the National meet very
confident in ourselves
Did you know

archives
e-

ninil

of

material in Kenyon

15 hr for

2-

3

A 21-

Friday

the

1

TO YOU EV

7th

Ohio

yearold

Pink

Panther 910 pm

Date Movie 915 pm
Freedomland 940 pm
Pick up your

tickets in front
of the bookstore between

845 and 945pm

withK

r KJ
LJl iLi
Saturday the Bth
1

630

1030

pm

peirce

to

TV

pm

Lounge

Make Your Own Video a Freaky Fotos
Grab your friends and come make your
own music video everyone gets

a dvd of the performance
Also have your face put on other

bodies and in funny scenes everyone
gets their free photos
ALL FREE

Sign up on the 2nd

floor of the SAC

Rand 06 both brought in victories

meter dash She vaulted a 96
and ran the dash in a time of2882
Jenna Rose 07 Allegra Fety 09
Sally Vitez 08 and Jessica Francios
09 all received third places in the
400 800 1000 and 5000- meters
200-

Walker ran the fastest time in
preliminaries for the 55- meter
dash 763 seconds This time was
6 seconds faster than the previous
week Walker powered to another
win in the long jump with a jump

of 17 5 14 Rand won the mile in
seconds faster than her
53370
1 1

competition
Katy Cameron 06 won third
place in both the pole vault and the

respectively
The Kenyon Invite was a great
success remarked Cameron of the
We now have
teams performance
six people ranked in the top 10 in
the conference

Susis Sweet
3

N Spicy

North Main Street Mount Vernon OH 43050

washsqiesearchyohoocom

college student died from Alcohol
drawal in the Fall of20V5x

Movie Night in Mount Vernon
2 Dollars get you admission

hours Please

that one can die from

Alcohol withdrawal

FaOI3hT

pushed hard to a close finish Boston
wound up in second with Geiger safely
behind him
Said Geiger Coach Gomez did
an amazing job putting together a meet
lineup that allowed us to maximize the
amount of points scored

Ladies save face in great race

Meet goes swimmingly
BY DANIEL PRAGER

began with Jim Boston 09 dashingout
front Friendly rival Mark Geiger 06
stayed back for the first two laps before
surging to the front With a lap and a
half to go Boston passed Geiger again
Together with Garret Andre- Johnson
of Ohio Wesleyan University they

by

400

pm

on Friday
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Espressos Cappucinos Coffees Desserts
Fine Comfort Food including many Asian Dishes
Daily Specials and now featuring Korean Specials
on Fridays and Saturdays
We Offer Eat in Pick up Delivery
74039-

24600

Thursday 630 am 700 pm
Friday 630 am 900 pm
Saturday 800 am 900 pm Closed Sunday
We Delight The Customer
Monday

8 Sports
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Lords dominate Big
Red move to 7- 17
BY

ERICKTAFT

Staff Reporter
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The mens basketball team defeated the Dcnison University Big
Red last Wednesday night in Tomsich Arena 82- 70 The win was one
of the biggest victories of the season
for the Lords who had not been able
to get over the hump and defeat an

opponent that was ranked higher in
the North Coast Athletic Conference standings They are now 7- 17
and 4- 11 in the NC AC
The Lords were behind for most
first half and were down by five
the
of
points at halftime The Lords were
able to rebound building one of
their strongest halves of the season
The team was able to chip away at
Denisons lead and eventually take
the lead after only 7 minutes of play
in the secondhalf Inspired by a large
and boisterous home crowd the
Lords were able to maintain their
second- half momentum and pull
off a victory against their archrival
the Big Red
Josh KJinger 08 scored a career-

high 23 points and was solid from
the free- throw line going 9- 9 led the
team Head Coach Matt Croci was
very pleased with Klingers output
in the win

v

KJinger was huge for us

that night He completely controlled
the game
Matt Formato 06 and Tyler
Rhem 06 were also key to the Lords

v

i

victory playing inspired basketball in
their final chance to beat the Big Red
in their Kenvon careers Formato
continued his great play putting in
22 points while Rhem had 1 5 points
and 7 rebounds
Team captain Arlen Galloway

Y

Kevin Gu ckcs

White men CAN jump Kenvons Lords come together with grace and skill to seal the deal and seize the game

06 noted the importance for the
seniors as well as the whole team to

pull off the victory against Denison
It was great for us to beat Denison
this year even better because were
seniors and its the last time well
play them Also we lost at Denison
earlier this season by three in a game
we should have won I think our
defensive intensity was really what
won the game for us in the end and
a few guys just stepped up and played
really well Our team put a lot of pressure on ourselves to win that game
and I think it brought out the best
in everybody

Coach Croci

was also very
The win
win
big
with
the
happy
for
huge
was
everyDenison
against
one involved They had beaten us
four straight and have finished a little
ahead of us the last two years We
finally put a full 40 m nutes together
both offensively and defensively
This win was the type of victory
that lets Croci and the rest of the
Lords team know they are moving
to a higher level of play There is no
question that our program is headed
in the right direction Sometimes
its hard to see that when you arent
winning as many games as youd
like Weve got a solid foundation of
freshmen and sophomores to build
around
The Lords suffered another
setback after the big win against
Denison falling to Oberlin College on Saturday Both Croci and
Galloway were quite disappointed
about the loss Croci said the team
experienced both sides of the emoi

tional spectrum after the win against
Denison and the loss to Oberlin but
hoped they could use the loss as a
learning experience The Lords finish
up their season with a home game
against Wabash College at home on
Saturday Feb 1 8

Ladies finish strong set to host first- round match
BY EMILEE KASER

Staff Reporter

After a convincing
50 win
over Earlham College last Saturday
68-

the Kenyon womens basketball
team improved their overall record
to 17- 6 and gained sole possession
of fourth place in the North Coast
Athletic Conference standings With
two regular season games remaining
the Ladies are in position to host the
first- round contest likely against the
Ohio Wesleyan University Bishops
Saturdays win came after a
thrilling overtime victory against the
Bishops at home on Feb 8 In what
turned out to be a tough defensive

matchup

the Ladies entered the

locker room down four at the break
but they fought back to tie the game
28- 28 early in the second half With
441 left in regulation the Bishops
were ahead 44- 37 then the Ladies
rCame through with a 10- 1 run to take
the lead 47- 45
An OWU foul shot in the final

seconds of the game pushed the

contest into overtime but the Ladies
refused to let go of the victory And
with a pair of free throws with 10
seconds remaining Kenyon claimed
a 53- 50 win
That game really got us over the
hump said tri- captain Katy Zeanah
06 We were finally in a close game
and able to close it out The next time
were in a close situation well have
that in our back pocket and know we
can get the win
The momentum from the overtime victory carried over into the Ladies second regular- season meeting
against the Earlham College Quakers
At halftime the Ladies led 39- 20
stretching their lead to as much as
30 in the second half Nine Kenyon
players scored and 10 Ladies posted
at least one rebound as the Ladies

showed the depth of their talent
once again
I think we adjusted well to the
other team commented tri- captain
Lindsay Madaras 06 Instead of sitting back on our heels we dictated the
tempo and really played our game

The win against the Quakers was

the third in a row for the Ladies who
seem to be peaking just in time for the
conference tournament
Were really working hard on
allowing ourselves to be coached

instead of doing our own thing
Madaras added
Every game is
different and we just need to keep
paying attention to what our coach
has to say
The Ladies played Wittenberg
University in their last regular- season
home game late Wednesday night
Wittenberg is currently ranked first
in the NCAC and looks to earn the
No seed in the conference tourna1
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I dont think we should place
too much emphasis on any one game
said tri- captain Megan Sheasby 06
but obviously wed love to head into
post- season play by beating the firstplace team in the conference
Kenyon finishes out their regular
season at Hiram College this Satur-

day at 1 pm The NCAC tournament
begins Feb 21

Kevin Guckes

Brittany Clair 08 shimmies across the court and claims it for Kenyon

